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Featured Speaker: Vivienne Suen 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Vivienne Suen is a cybersecurity architect with a flair for storytelling and over 15 years’ experience advising IBM customers on IT solutions and strategy. A featured speaker at numerous conferences and user groups, she thrives on demystifying the complexities of cybersecurity and
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Featured Speaker: Jean Buff 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Jean works on developing and maintaining new tools revolving around security insights, specifically for Alphabet entities. He also works on Threat Assessment projects and various community outreach efforts such as the Google CTF. Previously Jean worked as a Team Leader Technology Consultant
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Featured Speaker: Gina Yacone 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Abstract:How Tabletop Exercises Prepare Organizations for Creepy, Sinister, Spine-tingling Cybersecurity Threats
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Featured Speaker: Tal Melamed 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




With over 15 years experience in security research and engineering – Tal possesses an unprecedented understanding of the Application and Serverless Security landscape. Most recently Tal co-founded CloudEssence, a cloud-native security technology company that enables organisations to extend security observability to applications
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Featured Speaker: Sharee English 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Sharee English is Chief Security Officer & Managing Partner with WECybr, a woman-owned cybersecurity firm based in Boise, Idaho. WECybr’s mission is to help small and mid-sized businesses navigate sophisticated technology and embrace simpler, more effective responses to their cybersecurity challenges. Sharee
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Featured Speaker: Scott Scheferman 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Mr. Scheferman is a mission-driven 20+ year cyber security industry professional with a strong reputation for effective leadership, exceptional public speaking, candid thought leadership, and the proven ability to shape and shift industry outlook. He is an advisor and confidant to many.
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Featured Speaker: Todd Renner 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




FBI Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) Todd Renner leads a team of investigators focused on imposing risk and consequences on nation state cyber actors (APT) and a team pursuing international financially-motivated cyber criminals. Prior to his promotion to the Atlanta Field Office, SSA
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Featured Speaker: Brad Rhodes 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Brad Rhodes, Head of Cybersecurity for zvelo in Greenwood Village, CO, holds numerous professional certifications including CISSP-ISSEP, CISM, PMP, C|EH, RHCSA, and GIAC (GCED, GMON, and GCIH) to name a few. He has over 24 years of experience in the military, government,
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Featured Speaker: Kristina Krasnolobova 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Kristina Krasnolobova is a Cyber Security Analyst for Sentara Healthcare. Sentara Healthcare is a not-for-profit health system that has twelve hospitals and 30,000 employees serving Virginia and North Carolina. Kristina is a repeat industry speaker who is passionate about sharing her expertise
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Featured Speaker: Jake Williams 


by Jennifer Hernandez 




Jake Williams, the CTO and Co-Founder of BreachQuest and Rendition Infosec, has two decades of experience in secure network design, penetration testing, incident response, forensics and malware reverse engineering. Prior to founding BreachQuest and Rendition Infosec, Williams worked with various government agencies
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
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	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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